Spring into Better Lawn Care
Limit Phosphorus in Yards

What is the goal for your lawn this
year? Is it to have a uniformed
manicure look? Low maintenance? Be
an enriching space for children and pets
to play and explore? There is no wrong
answer, nor is there a blanket solution
for everyone to reach their ideal lawn.
Make choices that help you reach your
goal. Maybe that will require the use of
fertilizer, but perhaps it won’t.
When applying fertilizer, be sure to arm
yourself with the knowledge of your
soil needs and how much should be
applied by first using a soil test.
Purchase a kit at a nearby garden
center. By taking this measure,
homeowners can ensure they get the
right nutrients for their soils; while
promoting desired plant growth. If you
add too much fertilizer, it can be
detrimental to plant growth. Adding the
wrong kind of fertilizer is likely to leave
you frustrated because there will be
hardly any noticeable differences.
Once soil needs are known, purchase a
fertilizer that will help you reach the
desired goal; if possible, choose low to
no phosphorus fertilizers. When
washed into waterways, fertilizers
containing phosphorus can promote
algae blooms and poor water quality.
Many lawns do not require phosphorus
for desired outcomes.

Phosphorus is one of the largest pollutants entering
into our waterways. You can make a difference by
choosing a fertilizer with little to no phosphorus.

Lastly, make sure to sweep sidewalks
and driveways clean of any excess
fertilizer. Fertilizers do not work if they
are not directly applied to a lawn,
meaning nutrients are lost, and money
is wasted. Plus, excess fertilizer is
significantly more likely to make its
way into our rivers, degrading our
water quality.
Do your part and spring into better
lawn care by doing a simple soil test,
adding limited to no phosphorous
fertilizers to your lawn, and improve
the water quality in your area!

